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Abstract
The Hortobigy NationalPark, located. intheeastofHungary,contains
the last
remnants of the typical Puszta ecosystemof the Great Hungarian Plain.It i s characterized
by a semi-naturalvegetationgrowingonsodic
soils. In order to presel-vetheoriginal
vegetation, the Park authorities wish to have better infonnation about the salinization of
the area and its relationship with vegetation.
The basis of the soil and vegetation sampling was a panchromatic SPOT image. This
image was subdivided by a quadtree subdivision resultingin 256 quadtree leavesof which
thecentreshavebeenvisitedin
the field.Samplingincludedcharacterisation
of the
vegetation type and soil samples at 3 deptlx (0-10, 10-20 and 20-30 cm). The soil samples
were analysedfor water saturation,pH, electric conductivityand sodium content nleasured
on a saturatedsoil paste.
Univariate, multivariate (principal component analysis) and regionalized multivariate
(FactorialKrigingAnalysis,
F U ) techniqueswere used to analysetherelationship
between soil variables, or scores on the tïrst principal m i s , and vegetation types.FKA was
found to performbest and was usedto map a "sodicity index".

Résumé
Le Parc National de Hortobligy est situé à l'est de la Hongrie. Il contient les derniers
vestiges de l'écosystèmetypique de "Puszta"de la GrandePlaineHongroise.
Cet
écosystènle est caractérisé par une végétation semi-naturelle sur des sols sodiques. Afin
d'essayerde protéger cettevégétationoriginelle, les autorités duParcdésiraientavoir
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des informations plus complktes sur la salinisation du pêrimetre ainsi que sur la relation
avec la végetation.
E'Cchantillonnage du sol et de la vCg6tation était basé sur une image panchromatique
SPOT. Cette image Ctait subdiviséeen un algorithme quat/?ree, résultant dans 256 feuilles
de qrmdtrec. Les centres de ces feuilles ont étC observes sur le terrain. L'échantillonnage
comprend la caractêrisation de la composition botanique et des échantillons du sol à 3
profondeurs (0-10, 10-20 et 20-30 cm). Les échantillons du sol ont été analysCs pour la
saturation en eau, pH, conductivité électrique et la teneur en sodium, tous dCterminCs sur
des piites de sol saturé.
Destechniquesunivariable,multivariable(analyseencomposantesprincipales)et
multivariabler6gionalisCe (Analyse FactorielleIGigeante, Am) ont éte utilides pour
analyser la relation entre les vLariablesdu sol, ou les "scores" sur le premier axe, avec le
type de vêgitation. L'AKF donnait les meilleurs résultatset a été utilisée finalement pour
Claborer une carte d'un "index de sodicit6".

is doneby
Assessingthe hazard of soilsodicity is a difficulttask.Mostlythis
s,mpling thesoil and bymeasuring one or some propzrties ofit.One
often used
property is the soil pH as an expression of the alkalinity. Also, a combined parameter
likethesodiumadsorptionratio
( S m ) has beenused
to quantifytheproblem
I'RICHARDS,19.54). However,sinceplantgrowth
is adverselyaffectedinsalt-affected
soils (ABROL et al., 19SS), thebotanicalcomposition of the land is probablythebest
indicator of its salt-induced hazards. This is especially true for natural or semi-naturd
vegetations.Basedonreported
and personalexperience, we characterisedasolonized
semi-narural vegetation in termsof response to soi1 sodicity. Thenwe tried to find uni- and
multivariateindicesexpressingthesodicityhazard
of thesoil, as reflected by its
vegetation, based on analysed soil attributes. Our final aim was to map this hazard using
soil propertiesonly.

The study area is located in the Hortobigy National Park situated in East Hungary. It
contains the largest remains of the salt-affected landscape of the Great Hungarian Plain,
lmown as the Puszta (Fig. 1). The area is extensively grazed, so its vegetation cm be
considered to be semi-natmal. The park authorities wish to have a map indicating the
sodicity hazard inorder to manage the areaand evaluate its dynamics.
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Of this region, the soils, vegetation and tlleir interrelationships have been intensively
studied for many years (e.g. MAGYAR, 1928; BODROGKOZY, 1965 ; RA.IKA~et al., 1988).
Based on BODROGK~ZY'S
work we defined 6 categories of semi-natural vegetations, each
belongingto a distinctpositionwithin a topographiccatena. The definitions of these
vegetation categories and
the most dominant associated soil types are described
in table 1.

Figure 1. Localisation of the Hortobggy region.
Table 1. Catena of vegetation categories and related soils.
Vegetation
CategoIy

Habitat type

Genetic soil type

Soi1 Taxonomy
Great group

Anthropomorphic
Steppe

Arable landand rangeland
Rangeland

Haplustoll
Haplustoll

AchilleoFestucetum
ArtemisiaFestucetum
Meadow
Wetlands

Alkali rangeland

Chernozem
Meadow chemozem with sodic
subsoil
Deep solonetz

Alkali rangeland

Shallow to clusty bolonetz

Natrustalf to
Natrayuept
Haplaquoll
Haplaquoll

Slightly alkali meadow
Meadow soil with sodic subsoil
Slightly akali wetlands and
Peaty
meadow soil with sodic
subsoil
temporary lakes

Natrustoll

Itwillbenoticedthatthemostseverelyalkali-affected
soils are found at the
intermediate catena positions. The top categories (Anthropomorplic and Steppe) are the
lGghest located areas, so the Salt containing goundwater has only a limited impact on the
vegetation
and
land use.
The
low-lying
and
wettest
categories
(Meadow and
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Wetlnnds) haveless salt-accumulation near thesoil surface due to dilution and removnlby
excess water during the
wet season.

As n basis€orthe
smpling design of bothvegetationandsoil,
a panchromatir
SPOT satellite image with 10 m nominal resolution kvas used (Fig. 2). The inange was
talcen on September 28, 1990, whenthestudyarea
was verydry,
so when the
wgetation cover reflected closely the hazards imposed
by salts. The image coveredan area
of 5120 by 5120 m, which evas taken asthestudyarea.
The image was subdivided
according to a quadtree
algorithm,
using a modified
version
of the
Kullbackdivergence as criterion. Dotails of this procedure CM be found in CSILLAGcf al. (1995)
and K E R ~ Zet ul. (1999. This resulted in 256quadtreeleaves ofwhich the centres
of
werethe sampling sites. SO the sampling schemereflectedthelocalheterogeneity
the soil surfacefeaturesandvegetationcover.Directclassification
of the image in
terms of sodicityhazard was notpossibleduetothesimilarity
in reflection of
completely different f‘eatwes. Further details about the
evaluation of this procedure are
given by KERTESZand Tom (1994).
Figure 2.
Panchromatic SPOT
image of 511 x 512
pixels with 3 nominal
resolution of 10 m,
defining the study

area.

I
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Mlrltisariate Geostatistical b w n l t o n of Sodiciq Hazard

itl

the Hmgariatz Pus:ta

At each smpling location, soilsmples were taken over3 depth-intervals of 10 cm (010, 10-20 and 20-30 cm). Of 64 randomly chosen locations, the vegetation category (VC)
was determined (within a circleof 15 m radius) This field work was carried out during the
sununer of 1991. Every soil sanlple was analysed
for water saturation percentage(SP), pH,
electric conductivity (EC) and sodium content,
all measured on a saturated soil paste.
Additionally, thepH was determined in a standard 1/25 soil water solution, here indicated
as pHw.The sodium concentration(mo1.T') was expressed as its negative logarithm(pNa).
Some descriptive statistics of these properties (exceptSP), averaged over the three depths
(0-30 cm), are given in table 2. It can be noticed thatthe EC is strongly positively skewed.
Tllerefore, this variable was logarithmically transformed
(ln EC) in order to approximate a
normal distribution(g, and g2approaching zero andthree respectively).
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the detennined soil properties,averaged over the three sampling
depths (ln= mean, s = standard deviation, g, = skewness and g, = kurtosis).

1

PH
EC (dS/m)
In EC
pNa
0.66

7.17
1.35
-0.0 1
1.98

0.89
2.41
1.03
0.32

-0.27
5.13
0.2
-0.70
.O3

9.48
6.72
0.81
3.75

1.O6
0.003
0.99

6.99
2.27
2.88

Tt can be concluded that the average
pH is slightly alkaline and that at average the total
salt content (measured by the EC) is relatively low. So the major limitation is created by

the sodium content(averageconcentration
10 nunolW4+,.l~
measuredinthesaturation
paste). TheXefore, plantsgrowingonthesesoils
suffer mainlyfromthechemicaland
physical limitations imposed
by sodicity.

Univariate relationships
First we tried to relate drectly measurable soil properties with the Vc's observed at
the same locations. Therefore we grouped the locations belonging to the same VC and
calculated the means of theseproperties. To express the variability of thesemean
values we calculated the standard error
of the mean, as se = (s2/n)2 with s the standard
deviation of the property of the 11 observations belonging to that group. Fig. 3 shows
the result for pH (0-30 cm), with the mean value symbolised by a dot and enveloped by
the 6870 colfidence interval (+ 1 x se). It canbeobservedthattheArtemisiaFestucetum (Art.-Fest.) category has on average the highest pH, as could be expected
by its description (Table 1). However, large overlaps exist for the confidence intervals,
suggestingthatthesedifferences
arenot significmt at 68%) probabilitylevel. Similar
results were obtained for the other soil variables. Therefore,
we concluded that single
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properties averaged overthe topsoil are too heterogeneous to be usrful to map the sodicity
hazard.
Figure 3. Rlean and z t 1 x sc of
pH grouped into wgetation
categories.

NIultivariate rdatiomship
Next we used 3 principal cornpsnent analysis (PCA) (DAVIS, 1986 ; JOHNSONand
WICHERN,1992) to create a multivariate index of sodicity. Therefore me treated the soi1
analyses (SP, pH, pHw,In EC and pNa) separatelyper sampled layer (0-10, 10-20 and 2030 cm), yielding 15 different variables. We standardized al1 variables to a common seale.
The fist principal conlponent(]Pc)
explainrd 60% of the totd \rariance within the ddtaset,
the second P@ 14?5%and the third 11.1%. Fig. 4 shows the factor loadings projected on
the filrst two PC's.
Figure 4. Factor loadings
projected on the first two
principal components.
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It can be concluded that SP does not contribute much to both components, whereas
almost all other variables dominate the first PC.
So this PC could be interpret as indicating
soil sodicity. Moreover, a strong similarity was foundfor the same variables lneasured at
different depths.
Of each observation point, the scores on the first PC were calculated and averaged
within the vegetation categories.Also the standard enor of the mean was calculated. The
result canbe seen in figure5.

1

Figure 5. Mean and +1 x se of
the scores of the observation
points on the first principal

component grouped into
vegetation categories.

the different
Compared to figure 3, aninlprovement in theabilitytodistinguish
vegetation categories was made possible by
this multivariate index. Most neighbouring
categories are significantly different. However, some overlaps remain and could hinder
the
use of this indexas indicator of the sodicity hazard.

Scale-dependent multivariate relationship

Geostatistics
In the previousanalyses,nouse
wasmadeof thespatialinterrelationships of the
observations. Soi1 properties of agivenlocationweredirectlyconfrontedwiththe
vegetation growing at that place. However, it
is well known that soil processes could
act on different scales and influence vegetation at different resolutions.
To characterise
this, an
analysis
of the structure of the
spatial
variability
of the
parameters
characterizingsoilformingprocesses is required.For this a
m
i , geostatisticalconcepts
havebeenshowntoexcel
(JOLRNEL
and HULTBREGTS,
1978 ; WEBSTERand OLIVER,
1990). As an example, figure 6 showsthevariogram of ln EC (20-30 cm). Itshows
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that this variable hasa spatial dependency up to a dimension of 550 nl (callcd the range).
Beyond this separation distance, observations are no longer correlated and thus unusable
for spatial prediction, at least not when a reduction in the prediction precision is wanted.
The y-intercept (nugget-effect)indicates variabilityat close distance (the closest sampling
interval was 80 m) and/or measurement and sampling errors.
Figure 6 Variogram of ln EC
(20-30cm).

1

1

For each variable, the variogram was calculated and it could be used for mapping
these variables by kriging. Al1 these variograms showed a range between 320 m (pH 1020 cm) and630 m (InEC 20-30cm),with most of thembetween 500 and 550 m.
However, since the relationship between these variables and the vegetation categories
was
unsatisfying, we did not use one of these soi1 variables solelp
for mapping the sodicity
hazard.

Factor Kriging Analysis
As mentioned before, sampling and measurementerrors produce short distance noise,
mostly random in nature, while a.o. geological factors generally actat much larger scales.
It has been shown hy GOOVAERTS
and WEuSTEF, ( 1994) that by filtering this short range
noise and some short distance sourcesof variubility. the ability to correlate the Co and Cu
content OF mils with the parent material was substantially improved. They used
a relatively
new approach called Factorial Kriging Analysis
(FKA) WATHERON,
1982).This approach
combines the ability of nmltivariate techniques to analyse the correlation-structure of a
datasetwith
the strengthsof laiging intermsof
spatialprediction.Details on the
theoretical background of FKA can be found in GOOVAERTS (1 992), GOOVAERTS
et al.
( 1993) and GOOVAERTS
and WEBSTER 19941,
Simplified, FKA consists out of three major steps : (i) modelling
the
coregionalization of the
nlultivariate
data
set and
calculation
of the structural
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correlationcoefficientsforeachspatiallevelconsidered.(ii)
a PCAofthematrix
of
structuralcorrelationcoefficients,resultingintheregionalizedfactorsactingateach
spatial level, and(iii) mapping the scores of the regionalized factorsof a specified spatial
level.
Fust, alinear mode1of coregionalization (LMC) was fit to the simpleandcross
variogram ofal1 variablesconsidered.This
[vasdoneusing
theiterationprocedure
developed by G o m m (1989). Two spatial levels were considered : one at O m (nugget
effect) and a second at 550 m.Thesamevariablesasbefore,
plus elevation,were
considered.Next, for eachlevelthestructuralcorrelationcoefficientswerecalculated
according to (GOOVAERTS,
1992):

with p,,,"the structural correlation coefficient between variables u and 1) of the k-th
spatial level andbt,l,k
(and b,,') the coefficient of the simple variogram of variable zI (and 12)
of the k-th level andb,t,,'the coefficientof the cross-variogram between variables
u and v of
the k-th level.Table 3 summarises the changeof these structural correlation coefficients
of
the variables (averaged over the 0-30 cm depth) between the fiist spatial level (O m) and
the second (550111).
Table 3. Change of the structural correlation coefficients by going from the first spatial level
(O m) to the second (550 m), averaged per variable (positive changes are for positive correlation
coefficients, negdtivc changes for negative coefficients).

SP
ln EC
PH
pNa

SP

In EC

PH

PNa

0.21
0.06
-0.47,
-0.21

0.32
0.19
-0.72

0.2 1
-0.2s

0.59

Table 3 shows that for most variables there is no important change
in the correlation
two:
structure by moving from the first level to the second, [or
except
- ln EC and pNa, indicating that their correlation increases inlportantly
by increasing the
spatial scale;
- pNaand pNa, indicating that the correlation between pNa measured
at different
depths increases by changing the spatial scale.
This result indicates that it might be worthwhile to filter out the fïrst, local, randon1
component in order to clarify the
interrelationslips between these variables.
A PCA of the matrix of structural correlation coefficients of the second spatial level
(550 m) showed that the first regionalized factor covered 52.1%
of the total variance,
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whereasthesecond
factor coveredonly
projected on theseFirst ttvo axes.

T

17.5%. Figure 7 shows the factorloadings

I

SP16-20

Figure 7.Factor loadings of
the first two regionalizcd
factors at lag 550 m.

InEC26-38
First PC

InECO-10

It c m be observed that the fist factor is stmngly dominated by ln EC at depths 0-10
and 20-30 cm and pWa atdepths 0-10 and 10-20 cm. Al1 other variables. except SP
0-10 cm, contrîhuted to both factorsin almost equal amounts.
Scale-dependent index of sodicity haxard
The scores on the first regionalized factor of the second spatiallevel oflag 550 m, were
grouped ascordingto the vegetation category towhich the observation locations belonged.
The result is given in figure S.
:1

Figure 8. Mean and +1 x s,. of
the scores of the observation
points on the filrst regionalized
factor of the second spatial
level oflag 550 m grouped
into vegetation categories.

5
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A very clear distinction between the vegetation categories was obtained.
No overlap of
the 68% confidence intervals occurred, suggesting that the differences are significant at
this level of probability. So we concluded that this multivariate index of which the local
random component was filtered, proved to be the best indicator of the sodicity hazard
within the study area.

Map of sodicity hazard
Block-kriging was used to produce a map of the scores on the fiist regionalized factor
of the second spatial level of lag 550 m (Fig. 9). We used blocks of 80 x 80 m (finest
sampling resolution). Since the legend of tlris map is rather arbitrsuy, we interpret it as
varying between slightly sodic and strongly sodic. According to Our field experience, this
map is a satisfactory reflectionof the sodicity hazardof the area.
Figure 9. Sodicity
hazard map of the
study area (continuous
grey scale with white
= no sodicity hazard,
light grey = slight
sodicity hazard and
dark grey = strong
sodicity hazard - scale
and orientation are
identical to Fig. 2).

Conclusions
Basedon Our postulationthatthenaturalvegetation
is an integratedreflection of
thegrowingenvironment, we tried to obtain an index of thesodicityhazard of our
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study area. So we linlied obsewed botanicd categories with univariatc and multivariate
mensures created out of measured soilproperties.
Univariate
soil
properties
(lilce
the
pH, EC and
Na-content)
showed
ta be
uasatisfactory, large overlaps remained between the categolries. The first PC of a PCA
improved matters,but the most successiidwas FKA. The latter includes infornmation of the
geographicd location in the analysis, allowing to fïlter out local and random sources of
vcariability. Our approach is also usable in areas where the natural vegetation is strongly
disturbed, andthus no longer usable as indicator of tha: sodicity statu of the soi].
This research illustrates the needfor using more intensively multivariate techniquesin
combination with geostatisticalconcepts. We believethat FKA is promisingsince it
combines both.
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